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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Project Sarjana Muda (PSM) is one of the subjects for the course of Bachelor of Science Computer (Software Development). In this subject, Sport Tournament Management System for Organizer has been choosing and will be developed. The website to be referred in developing this system is www.php.net, which is one of the popular webs in the world of php.

After studied the current system, there are most of the procedure is manually from send the invitation letter to generate game scheduling. After invitation letter was send, feedback will be given that content all information about player and others. It only saves in diskette or other storage devices. If they want searching the data, they need analyzed conscientiously from one diskette to another diskette. This is so hard and wasting time. It also happens when insert information about games in the competition. Another that, storage devices will damage also is possible.
Another that, game scheduling also not detailed. This will difficult team manager if they facing with problem. The tournament will performed not well if problem like not punctual existing.

The main aim of EG Sport Tournament Management System is to manage the tournament become smoothly, well and efficient and it will be used by IPT that organized the tournament when the time has come.

1.2 Project Background

Engineering Games (EG) is an annual game organized by this Institution of Engineers, Malaysia (IEM), participated associations and selected IPT as host. The institution is one of the few professional engineering institutions in the world, which represents all disciplines of the profession, and is thus able to take a broad view of the professional scene.

The current system has many problems such as not efficient, insecure data, increasing cost and others. To solve the problem, this system called as EG Sport Tournament Management System was build. It is an online system and will be using by IPT that manage the tournament especially admin.

Globally, this system has general information about EG such as history, EG song, objective and other related with EG. The main function of this system begins with send invitation letter for all IPT that participate in EG to generate game scheduling that have all detailed information. It will be easy for team manager when they facing any
problem when the tournament operation. This system also provides SMS service to remind each team manager.

1.3 Problem Statement

EG Sport Tournament Management System is being developed to replace the previous system that is manual system and also to reduce the problem that have been faced by the system’s users. There are some problems that have been capture and identified such as stated below:

a) Non-systematic management when all management is manually. There are a lot of disadvantages and problems.

b) Data is not insecure. In manual system, papers and forms are being used to record and save the related data of the tournament. The used of the papers and forms doesn’t guarantee the data security. This papers and forms could be missing, misplaced or damaged. Storage devices also can be possible damaged or missing. Meanwhile the system kept all the data in the system data that cannot be access or modified by other users beside the authorized user.

c) Late get information whether IPT that organized or IPT that invited. This will make the tournament performance not smoothly and well.

d) Some IPT will participate when the tournament performed. Many invitations letter traditionally and increased cost for from buy envelope, stem and delivering.
e) Time usability. The manual system always took a long time to accomplish each task.

1.4 Objectives

The objectives of the Sport Tournament Management System are as stated below:

a) **Provide SMS service to remind each team manager every morning an hour before game beginning.**
With these services, not punctual probably no more existed. Complete information also provided in SMS that will be sent for each team manager.

b) **To make easier the management make team and game registration.**
Easier for the management to update or search certain data. They no need to search from one file to other file or from one diskette to other diskette.

c) **To provide a secure management system by using a user authentication.**
All the data saved will be more safety. Problems like lost, damaged and updated by unauthorized user no more existed.
1.5 Scope

The EG Sport Tournament Management System is one system to easy tournament management process. To build this system, php as scripting language will be used and MySQL/PHPMy Admin as database. This system will be used by organizer which means IPT that involved in EG Game. Sport Tournament Management System for Organizer will provide general information about EG Game, team and game registration and one way SMS service.

In game registration, only seven games are competing consists of basketball, volleyball, table tennis, soccer, netball, chess and badminton. There are two factors to determine which games in the competition that is sport tools and the venue of the event. After both factors had been passed in examination, the team management will register those games.

This system also produce auto generate game scheduling which team management only can save and print out it to contribute for each team manager. Only authorized user with correct username and password can add, delete and modified data in database.

EG Sport Tournament Management System provide a quick search for data by entering the data keyword and system will access in display data in a few seconds.
1.6 Project Significance

The significant of EG Sport Tournament Management System is to make easier for team management of IPT that responsible manage the tournament. This include send invitation letter for all IPT which participate in Engineering Game (EG) via email. With this way, information was send will be received immediately by receiver and feedback will be given faster than traditionally.

EG Sport Tournament Management System also provides general information about EG. This is important for IPT know more detail about EG. Another that, EG Sport Tournament Management System can save all the data safety. Unauthorized user not allowed to access this system, so, the entire data guarantee safe, not missing and in the right place.

With this system, team management no need produce game scheduling where this system will generate who versus whom. Team management can save and print it to give for each team manager. In this game scheduling, have all information such as venue, person in charge, contact number and so on. When team manager have a problem, they know the person to refer and contact.

EG Sport Tournament Management System will remind each team manager before game beginning via SMS an hour every morning. SMS will be given content information like venue, time and versus whom. With this, the tournament will function smoothly without any reason.
1.6 Expected Output

The purpose of EG Sport Tournament Management System is to help team management performs the tournament. After the EG Sport Tournament Management System is fully developed, it will enable:

a. In general information function, all information related with EG provided such as history, establishing objectives, theme song and others. With this, team management will know what actually EG and will be performed well and efficiently.

b. For team registration, each university may send maximum of three teams for each category. Once invitation letter sent for each IPT, feedback will be given with all information that needed. For example, list of player name, game, team manager and so on. After all the information received, it will be inserting in this system and save in database.

c. For game registration, extra information such as venue, date, start time, game period, person in charge and so on will inserted and save in database.

d. Game scheduling will be printed out after team and game registered by team management. Extra information such as person in charge, date, time, referee, contact number, venue and other related also included in game scheduling.
e. SMS functions which allow perform effective and low cost management to inform team manager every morning an hour before game start to remind about the matches; versus whom, what time it took and the venue.

1.7 Conclusion

For the conclusion, the online EG Sport Tournament Management System that will be developed will give benefit to the users especially in the tournament management.

This system will meet all the user requirements and can be systematic system. This system also replaces the previous system that is a manual system that uses a lot of papers and form and also files system. There are a lot of risks of losing data when using manual system. This online system also can give the secure to the data an only authorized user can access the data.

Hopefully, the expected output of this system will avoid all the problems that the user manual faced before with upgraded the management system registration and scheduling.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

In order to develop a successful EG Sport Tournament Management System, current system and other management are studied. Two samples management system from Internet that doing the same EG Sport Tournament Management System are searched and analyzed. Studies of these systems are significant to develop a valid, reliable and efficient system.

This chapter also describe the methodology will be used. EG Sport Tournament Management System will be using Object Oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD) methodology. Methodology is very important in developing the web based system. Choosing a right methodology will help to produce a better quality product, in terms of documentation standard, acceptability to the user, maintainability and consistency of software.
Meanwhile, project methodology can properly refer to the theoretical analysis of the methods appropriate to a project or to the body of methods and principles particular to a branch of knowledge. Methodology also will ensure that user requirements are completely met and also help the development of project by giving better control of project execution.

2.2 Fact and Finding


SAMSON is an administration and communication network application that is specifically designed to meet the needs of sport. It is specifically configured for each sporting organisation and operates primarily within the organisation’s intranet.

Figure 2.1 SAMSON website